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Everyday and Mathematical Language  100

Years After the Publication of “On

Denoting” by Bertrand Russell

Giorgio T. Bagni 1

RESUMEN

El artículo “On denoting” (en torno a la denotación) de B. Russell, publicado en 1905, es
un hito de la reflexión filosófica sobre el lenguaje. En este artículo, examinamos la reacción
de los alumnos, de una frase inspirada de un ejemplo célebre introducido por Russell, y
de un aserto expresado en lenguaje matemático. Apartándonos del análisis de los datos
experimentales que encierra la interpretación de los conceptos clásicos de realidad y de
racionalidad, proponemos algunas reflexiones que pasan por alto “la objetividad
epistémica estándar de la certeza privada hacia la práctica de la justificación en el interior
de una comunidad comunicativa” (J. Habermas). Concluimos que el lenguaje constituye
un momento muy importante en el cual el sentido de una expresión está fijo; sin embargo,
mantenemos presente en nuestra mente que “el lenguaje, así como cualquier otro sistema
semiótico, funciona en el interior de una red de significados culturales” (L. Radford).

PALABRAS CLAVE:   Lenguaje,  justificación,   sentido,   racionalidad,  verdad,
validez.

ABSTRACT

The article “On denoting” by B. Russell, published in 1905, is a milestone in philosophical
reflection on language. In the present paper, we examine pupils’ reactions both to a
sentence inspired by a celebrated example introduced by Russell and to a statement
expressed in mathematical language. We move away from an interpretation of
experimental data confined to the classical concepts of truth and rationality and propose
instead some reflections that shift “the standard of epistemic objectivity from the private
certainty of an experiencing subject to the public practice of justification within a
communicative community” (J. Habermas). We conclude that language is a very important
moment in which the meaning of an expression is fixed, but we keep in mind that
“language, like any other semiotic system, functions inside a cultural network of
significations” (L. Radford).

KEY WORDS:  Language, justification, meaning, rationality, truth, validity.
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RESUMO

O artigo “On denoting” (em torno da denotação) de B. Russell, publicado en 1905, é um
sinal da reflexão filosófica sobre a linguagem. Neste artigo, examinamos a reação dos
alunos, de uma frase inspirada em um exemplo célebre introduzido por Russell, e de
uma afirmação expressada na linguagem matemática. Nos afastando da análise dos
dados experimentais que contém a interpretação dos conceitos clássicos de realidade e
de racionalidade, propomos algumas reflexiones que passam por alto “a objetividade
epistemica padrão da certeza privada em direção à prática da justificação no interior de
uma comunidade comunicativa” (J. Habermas). Concluímos que a linguagem constitui
um momento muito importante no qual o sentido de uma expressão está fixo; entretanto,
mantemos presente em nossa mente que “a linguagem, assim como qualquer outro
sistema semiótico, funciona no interior de uma rede de significados culturais” (L. Radford).

PALAVRAS CHAVE:   Linguagem,   justificação,  significado,   racionalidade,
verdade, validade.

RÉSUMÉ

L’article “On denoting” (De la dénotation) de B. Russell, publié en 1905, est un jalon de
la réflexion philosophique sur le langage. Dans cet article, nous examinons la  réaction
des élèves à une phrase inspirée d’un célèbre exemple introduit par Russell et à une
assertion exprimée en langage mathématique. En nous écartant de l’analyse des données
expérimentales qui limite l’interprétation aux concepts classiques de vérité et de rationalité,
nous proposons quelques réflexions qui amènent « l’objectivité épistémique standard
de la certitude privée vers la pratique publique de la justification à l’intérieur d’une
communauté communicative » (J. Habermas). Nous concluons que le langage constitue
un moment  très important par lequel le sens d’une expression est fixé, mais nous gardons
présent à l’esprit le fait que « le langage, ainsi que n’importe quel autre système
sémiotique, fonctionne à l’intérieur d’un réseau de significations culturelles » (L. Radford).

MOTS CLÉS :  Langage, justification, sens, rationalité, vérité, validité.

1.  Introduction

Many recent works show that culture and
mathematical thinking are strictly linked
(see for instance Wartofsky, 1979;
Crombie, 1995; Radford, 1997; Furinghetti
& Radford, 2002). And language is an
important element in this link. A quotation
by Radford (making reference to Ilyenkov,

1977, p. 79) will help us to frame more
precisely the focus of our work and its
educational relevance: Radford states that
“language is one of the means of
objectification (albeit a very important one),
but ... there are also several others”;
moreover, “as a means of objectification,
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language does not objectify
indiscriminately. Language, like any other
semiotic system, functions inside a cultural
network of significations, from whence
grammar and syntax draw their meaning”
(Radford, 2003a, p. 141; 2003b)2. The
question with which we are going to deal
in this paper is the following: firstly, can we
consider language as a sort of favourite or
absolute moment in which the meaning of
an expression is fixed? (Let us notice, for
instance, that paradigmatic analysis seeks
to identify the different pre-existing sets of
signifiers which can be related to the
content of texts: Sonesson, 1998).
Secondly, let us remember that, according
to R. Rorty, the discipline presently called
philosophy of language has two different
sources: one of them is the cluster of
problems “about how to systematize our
notions of meaning and reference in such
a way as to take advantage of
quantificational logic”; the latter, explicitly
epistemological, “is the attempt to retain
Kant’s picture of philosophy as providing
a permanent ahistorical framework for
inquiry in the form of a theory of
knowledge” (Rorty, 1979, p. 518). In this
paper we are going to discuss, on the basis
of some experimental data, whether or not
we can always make reference to a definite
set of meanings for linguistic expressions
and, in particular, to a clear notion of truth.

From the historical viewpoint, G. Vattimo
points out that “almost all the most
important and subtle problems of
contemporary language philosophy were
elaborated and faced, for the first time, in
the Middle Ages” (Vattimo, 1993, p. 640;
in this paper the translations are ours). The
medieval doctrine of suppositio is deemed
significant (Bocenski, 1956, pp. 219-230;

     Aristotle distinguished men from animals because of the presence of the logos (logos, often translated by “reason”; but

H.G. Gadamer suggests a proper translation of this term by “language”: Gadamer, 2005, p. 155).

Kneale & Kneale, 1962). According William
of Shyreswood, “meaning is the
representation [praesentatio] of an idea in the
mind. The suppositio is the co-ordination
[ordinatio] of the concept under another
concept” (Bocenski, 1956, p. 217); Petrus
Hispanus, too, in his Summulae logicales,
pointed out the difference between significatio
and suppositio (Geymonat, 1970, I, p. 549;
Bagni, 1997); and in his Summa Logicae (I,
63, 2) William of Ockham (1281-1349) stated
that the suppositio “is a property belonging
to a term, just because [it is included] in a
proposition” (Bocenski, 1956, p. 219).

Nevertheless we cannot completely develop
this interesting issue through reference to the
Logic of the Middle Ages. We shall introduce
the subject of our study through a theoretical
framework based upon some elements of
20th-century philosophical research: in section
2 we shall make reference to the paper On
denoting by Bertrand Russell (1872-1970),
published a century ago, together with its
historical connection to Meinong and Frege
(2.1); some positions of Wittgenstein’s (2.2),
Quine’s and Brandom’s (2.3) will allow us
to introduce Apel’s and Habermas’
approaches (2.4), which are to be
considered crucial for our work. Through
these we shall discuss (section 5)
experimental data (sections 3 and 4).

2.  Theoretical framework

2.1. Frege and Russell

Let us consider first some reflections on
“definite descriptions” (Penco, 2004, p. 54):
we shall compare some ideas put forward
by   Gottlob   Frege   (1848-1925)  and  by
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Russell. In order to introduce the problem,
it is recalled that since Aristotle we have
known that “through language we can
correctly refer to things that do not exist
[...] or to elements whose existence is
possible but that can hardly be proved” (Lo
Piparo, 2003, p. 165). It is moreover worth
mentioning the theoretical approach of
Alexius Meinong (1853-1920), who stated
that “objects of knowledge do not
necessarily exist” (Meinong, 1904, p. 27;
Orilia, 2002).

The Fregean approach is based upon the
Compositionality Principle (Frege, 1923, p.
36), according to which a statement
containing a term without denotation has
no truth value: for instance, a statement
referring to a non-existing person is neither
true nor false (Frege, 1892). On the
contrary, according to Russell, statements
containing definite descriptions (e.g. the
current President of the Italian Republic)
imply the existence of an individual (Mr.
Carlo Azeglio Ciampi) to whom the
considered property is referred (and this
individual is unique), at least at the time
when the sentence is stated (March 2006).
The problem is that some definite
descriptions (and names are definite
descriptions too) do not refer to existing
individuals: when we talk about Ares or the
father of Phobos and Deimos we are not
making reference to an existing individual.

In order to avoid ambiguity, in his article
entitled On denoting, published in Mind a
century ago, Russell suggested making the
logical form of a definite description explicit.
So, a proposition like The father of Phobos
and Deimos is the Greek god of war would
be There is one and only one individual of
whom it can be said: he is the father of
Phobos and Deimos, and he is the Greek
god of the war. Frege’s and Russell’s
approaches are very different. Let us
consider, for instance, the sentence The

King of France is bald: according to Frege
it is neither true nor false because the term
the king of France has no reference;
according to Russell it is false because we
can write it in the form: There is one and
only one king of France and he is bald
(Wittgenstein will make reference to a
similar position: Wittgenstein, 1969a, p.
173).

Many years after the publication of On
denoting, P.F. Strawson (1950) underlined
an important distinction between a
sentence and an utterance and this led us
to distinguish between denotation and
reference. Denotation links an expression
and what it denotes (taking into account
conventions and linguistic rules); reference
links an expression and the object to which
the speaker wants to make reference
(Bonomi, 1973; Penco, 2004, p. 84). With
The King of France is bald, Russell deals
only with denotation, while Frege considers
the speaker’s idea to make reference to a
non-existing object, so he concludes that
the sentence has no truth value, such a
reference being impossible. Of course if we
consider a different context, e.g. a legend
or a fiction where the king of France is
actually bald, we would have to revise our
position (it should be remembered that
according to Frege, words must be
considered only within a proposition: for
instance, Phobos and Deimos could
indicate either the sons of Ares and
Aphrodite or the satellites of Mars; see:
Frege, 1923).

2.2. Wittgenstein: from “Tractatus” to
“Philosophical Investigations”

The position of Russell’s most important
pupil, Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951), is
rather complex because it must be divided
into two very different periods. In his
Tractatus logico-philosophicus (published
in 1921 with a preface by Russell himself)
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Wittgenstein reprises (sometimes critically)
and develops some ideas of Frege’s and
of Russell’s: while Frege considers natural
language as unavoidably imperfect,
Russell wants to point out its logical form
(Russell, 1910) and Wittgenstein states
that “in fact, all the propositions of our
everyday language, just as they stand, are
in perfect logical order” (Wittgenstein,
1922, §  5.5563; but Wittgenstein’s position
expressed in his Tractatus, reveals some
tension; see: Marconi, 2000a, p. 54); so if
our language “looks ambiguous, we must
recognise that its essence or its true logical
form are hidden” (Penco, 2004, p. 60).

The so-called second Wittgenstein
proposed a very different approach (his
Philosophical Investigations were
published in 1953, two years after the
philosopher’s death): the meanings of
words must be identified in their uses within
a context. The concept of ‘language-
game» is fundamental: it is a context of
actions and words in which an expression
assumes its meaning; so a language game
is both a tool for the study of the language
and the “starting point” where “we can
reflect on the language by describing the
differences and similarities of language
games, instead of looking for its essence,
as done in the Tractatus” (Penco, 2004, p.
105; concerning the continuity between the
first and the second Wittgenstein, see:
Marconi, 2000b, pp. 95-101). In addition,
Hilary Putnam developed this approach
and concluded that the meaning of a word
is to be found in (and in some ways
distributed among) the community of
speakers (Putnam, 1992).

Let us now examine a remark by
Habermas (that we shall reprise later):
through his descriptive approach to the use
of language, Wittgenstein levels its
cognitive dimension; as soon as the truth
conditions that we must know in order to

employ propositions correctly are derived
just from linguistic praxis to which we are
used, the difference between validity and
social value vanishes (Habermas, 1999, p.
80): this suggests a revision of the concepts
of ‘validity’ and ‘truth’. Of course Habermas’
position must be considered critical: he
underlines that the justification cannot be
based upon life, but rather must be related
to fundability (Habermas, 1983, p. 80). We
shall reprise this point later.

2.3. Some ideas by Quine and Brandom

Willard Van Orman Quine (1908-2000) makes
reference to the modality de dicto and de re
(Quine, 1960; Kneale, 1962): “a de re belief
is a belief expressed by the speaker about
some properties of a certain object in the
world; a de dicto belief is a belief expressed
by the speaker about a proposition” (Penco,
2004, p. 161; interesting historical references
can be found in: von Wright, 1951, pp. 25-28
and Prior, 1955, pp. 209-215). For instance,
the proposition John believes that Ares is the
Greek god of war, referring to a de dicto belief,
cannot be replaced by John believes that the
father of Phobos and Deimos is the Greek
god of war: as a matter of fact we cannot be
sure that John knows that Ares is the father
of Phobos and Deimos. On the contrary, the
proposition about Ares John believes he is
the Greek god of war, referring to a de re
belief, can be replaced by concerning the
father of Phobos and Deimos, John believes
he is the Greek god of war, where the speaker
characterised Ares through a personal
description, even if John does not know it.
Some similar situations have been studied
by Frege (see for instance: Frege, 1892;
Origgi, 2000, pp. 110-123) and we shall
reprise them in order to discuss our
experimental data.

Brandom tries to revise some of
Wittgenstein’s ideas and proposes
replacing  his  language   games  with  his
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‘game of giving and asking for reasons’
(Brandom, 1994 and 2000). Although
Brandom’s conception of language has been
considered restrictive (it does not consider
aspects like calling, ordering etc.), his
approach will be relevant to our research (see
moreover: Habermas, 1999, pp. 102 and
140).

2.4. Apel and Habermas

According to Karl-Otto Apel (1987), every
speaker implicitly makes reference to norms
for meaningful and intelligible discourse, truth
(romantic correspondence between
sentence and reality), veracity (correct
expression of the speaker’s state) and
normative correctness (respect of community
rules). As a consequence we are able to
acquire the conditions for ‘ideal’
communication, which assumes the role of
normative principle: the discussion’s
impartiality and the possibility to reach some
agreement among the bargaining parties
depend on those conditions (see moreover
the “rational” discussion as introduced in
Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 111, and the
“conversation”, p. 102).

According to Habermas, the rationality of
judgements does not imply their truth, but
only their justified acceptability in a particular
context (Habermas, 1999, p. 102). Jürgen
Habermas distinguishes between the truth
of a statement and its rational affirmability
(Habermas, 1999, p. 11) and reprises Apel’s
ideas (criticised in Davidson, 1990) in order
to highlight the fundamental possibility of an
‘ideal’ communication: he underlines the
importance of the inclusion in a universal

world of well-ordered interpersonal relations,
and the crucial element in order to do that is
the rigorous condition of communication
(Habermas, 1999, p. 279).

Intersubjective validity does not derive only
from a convergence that can be observed
with reference to the ideas of different
individuals: Habermas refers epistemic
authority to a community of practice and not
only to individual experience (Habermas,
1999, pp. 136 and 238). The structure of the
discourse creates a connection between the
structures of rationality itself. As a matter of
fact, it has three different roots, closely related
one to another: the predicative structure of
knowledge at an institutional level (Cassirer,
1958, III, p. 329), the teleological structure of
the action and the communicative structure
of the discourse (Habermas, 1999, p. 99).
These Habermasian considerations will be
very important in interpreting our
experimental data.

3.  Methodology

In this work, we are going to analyse the
discussion  of  a group of students aged 15-
16 years (5th class of a Ginnasio-Liceo
Classico, in Treviso, Italy) regarding a
question about the truth of two sentences in
some ways similar to The King of France is
bald (Russell, 1905)3.

During a lesson in the classroom, pupils were
divided into groups of three pupils each. The
division was at random. The researcher (who
was not the mathematics teacher of the pupils
but  who  was  however  present  in  the

    The Ginnasio-Liceo Classico is a school with high educational standards, in which pupils are asked to study many

classical subjects, in disciplines such as Italian Literature, Latin and Greek Literature, History and so on; the mathematical

curriculum is based upon elementary Algebra and Euclidean Geometry, and some basic elements of Logic are included

(in particular, pupils knew the notion of proposition as a ‘statement that can assume one and only one truth value, true or

false’: for instance, sentences including predicates related to subjective evaluations cannot be considered propositions).

3
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classroom with the teacher and the pupils)
proposed two sentences to the pupils and
invited all the groups to decide if the given
sentences were true or false. In particular,
we are going to focus on the discussion that
occurred in one of the groups.

The question was proposed while taking into
account the importance of avoiding the
suggestion of a strict dilemma (‘true or
false?’), forcing the students to give a specific
answer. As we shall see, the first sentence
(The King of the inhabitants of the Moon is
bald) makes reference to Russell’s
aforementioned example; after some
minutes,   the  second  sentence (1/0+1/0+1
is odd) was added, in order to see the effect
of asking such kinds of questions in
sentences expressed in algebraic language4.

4.  Experimental data

The researcher writes the first sentence on
the blackboard. The second sentence will be
added after ten minutes:

For each sentence say: Is it a true sentence?
Is it a false sentence?

(1)   The King of the inhabitants of the Moon
is bald (2)   …

Discuss your answer in the group and write
it on a sheet of paper.

Here is the (translated) transcription of the
conversation that took place in the group
formed by A., B., C.

4.1. Transcription

• [01] A.: (smiles) What is it?

• [02] B.: (in a low voice) The King of the

4     Of course, a full evaluation of this important aspect ought to be based upon particular and detailed research.

inhabitants of the Moon is bald.

• [03] A.: The King of the inhabitants of
the Moon, what does that mean?

• [04] C.: Well, I say, the Moon is
something with no hair, if we consider
the sun and its beams…

• [05] B.: (ironically) But what are you
talking about?

• [06] C.: No, no, I am joking, there are no
inhabitants on the Moon. If they existed,
I would be able to state something.

• [07] B.: (looks around) But what does it
mean, true or false?

• [08] A.: I do not know who the inhabitants
of the Moon are, and then, come on,
there are no inhabitants on the Moon
and so there is not a king.

• [09] B.: Then it is false.

• [10] C.: It’s not as easy as it seems, in
my opinion there is something unclear.
They are playing with words and so we
don’t understand. Let’s read carefully.
There is not a king, and the inhabitants,
what does it mean? On the Moon there
is nobody, hence the king of the Moon
is the Moon itself.

• [11] A.: Perhaps there are some micro-
organisms, something that we cannot
see, entities different from us.

• [12] C.: (gesticulating) Or think, perhaps
someone saw an astronaut with his
helmet, so that he looks bald and when
he talks about it, so perhaps it is true.

• [13] A.: (sure) No, it is not relevant, it
says the inhabitants of the Moon, it
doesn’t say the Moon or the king of the
Moon is false, I mean bald. We must see
the inhabitants and then the king.

• [14] B.: Well, in this case it’s false, there
are no inhabitants, no king, hence of
course he’s not bald.
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• [15] A.: Watch  out,  perhaps  there’s a
trap, as he says (C.), perhaps the
exercise cannot be done.

• [16] B.: I’ll divide this sentence up: when
I say that the king of the inhabitants
does not exist, full stop, it is false, and
what follows is also false. If I say, later,
that he is bald or not, this is not
important, do you understand?

• [17] A.: (doubtful) So let’s say that the
sentence… would be false.

• [18] C.: Yes, the simplest thing to do is
to answer that it’s false. But if the
question deals with a film or a tale with
a king of the Moon that is bald, in that
tale it’s true.

• [19] A.: Just  a  moment,  it’s  better to
emphasize the king of the Moon, in our
answer. The king is false. If we want to
say that the whole sentence is false we
must be able to see the king, with his
hair and …

• [20] B.: (interrupting) No, it’s impossible
to see him, he doesn’t exist. (To C.) It’s
no tale, otherwise they would have told
us. So it’s false.

• [21] A.: (after a while) In short, one thing
is to say that a sentence is false, I say
that something is not true and so there
is something wrong in the sentence.
Another thing is to talk about someone
and then say he is, for instance, bald
or not; when I talk about a person, I
suppose he exists.

• [22] B.: No, wait, but in your opinion is it
enough to say something about
someone who doesn’t exist in order to
make him real? If he doesn’t exist, he’s
false.

• [23] A.: He  is  not  false,  the king; the
problem is whether it’s false that he is
bald. Let’s think carefully, before
answering. It seems false, but perhaps
it’s not so.

• [24] B.: Listen, think about the question
as a whole, they say the king is bald, it
can be false because the king is not bald
or because there is no king at all. If we
want it to be true we must have the king
and he must be bald.

• [25] C.: (looking at A., a bit impatient)
Come on, it’s clearly false! You make
us wrong, if you say that it’s not false,
then it is true, and what do you mean?
Do you mean that the inhabitants of the
Moon are bald?

• [26] A.: Eh, it’s not true, it’s obvious.
However it is not easy to understand.
(Looking at B.) No, you are right, let’s
write false, I agree.

Now the Researcher completes the task on
the blackboard:

For each sentence say: Is it a true
sentence? Is it a false sentence?

(1)  The King of the inhabitants of the Moon
is bald   (2)  1/0+1/0+1 is odd

Discuss your answer in the group and write
it on a sheet of paper.

• [27] B.: Yes, it’s like before. False.

• [28] A.: (doubtful) Just a moment… if
we say false, it’s even. Maybe this
exercise is impossible.

• [29] B.:  No, why do you think even? It’s
different. Here it’s odd, we must look at
this sentence.

• [30] A.: Watch out, it’s not like the first
sentence. And what about if they had
said even?

• [31] B.: False. It would be false, 1/0 is
not a number.

• [32] C.: 1/0 means infinity.

• [33] B.: No, the teacher told us it isn’t
true, 1/0 is impossible.
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• [34] C.:  It’s  not  infinity  but  it’s  a very
very big number. How can I say if it’s
odd or even?

• [35] B.: No, no, it’s not a number, it would
be very big but actually it doesn’t exist.

• [36] A.: Come on, there is a trick: they
make you think it’s odd because it’s like
2+2+1 that would be 5, but the starting
number doesn’t exist. It’s false, once
again.

4.2. Interaction flow chart

In the following flow chart (Sfard & Kieran,
2001; Ryve, 2004) different arrow directions
are used to distinguish proactive and
reactive utterances. In the case considered,
the essential connection with everyday
language prompted us to avoid the
distinction    between   object-level  and
non-object-level utterances.

In the next section we are going to analyse our experimental data (transcriptions and
flow chart) on the basis of our framework.
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5.  Discussion

5.1. First sentence

In [03] A. proposes the problem of
reference and in [04] C. seems to suggest
the possibility of an unusual interpretation
of ‘bald’ (“the Moon is something with no
hair, if we consider the sun and its
beams…”). However the student himself,
turns back in [06] to a more usual meaning
(“No, no, I am joking, there are no
inhabitants on the Moon”). A.’s next
utterance, [08], can be connected to the
Compositionality Principle: “Come on,
there are no inhabitants on the Moon and
so there is not a king”.

C.’s utterance [10] is interesting: “they are
playing with words and so we don’t
understand. Let’s read carefully. There is
not a king, and the inhabitants; what does
it mean? On the Moon there is nobody,
hence the king of the Moon is the Moon
itself”. He does not recognise the “perfect
logical order” of common language
(Wittgenstein, 1922, p. 5.5563): as well as
‘referential opacity’ (Quine, 1960), he
considers the semantic aspect and
proposes an unusual suppositio (if “on the
Moon there is nobody”, we could say that
“the king of the Moon is the Moon itself”).

C.’s next utterance [12] is also interesting
(“Or think, perhaps someone saw an
astronaut with his helmet, so that he looks
bald and when he talks about it, so perhaps
it is true”): the communication function of
the language is explicitly considered
(Dummett, 1993, p. 166; see moreover:
Habermas, 1999, p. 105) and this is the one
point in which falsehood, although in de dicto
modality, does not refer only to the problem
of existence. A’s utterance [13] (“no, it is not
relevant, it says the inhabitants of the Moon,
it doesn’t say the Moon or the king of the

Moon is false, I mean bald. We must see
the inhabitants and then the king”) is not
completely clear, but brings the discussion
back to the main question.

Now we can consider the direct comparison
of B.’s ideas with A.’s. In [14] B. says: “well,
in this case it’s false, there are no
inhabitants, no king, hence of course he’s
not bald”. A.’s utterance [15] expresses
some doubts (“perhaps the exercise cannot
be done”): he seems to choose a ‘Fregean’
approach, and a conclusion avoiding the
assignment of a truth value, but in [16] B.
expresses his viewpoint further: “I’ll divide
this sentence up: when I say that the king
of the inhabitants does not exist, full stop: it
is false, and also what follows is false. If I
say, later, that he is bald or not, this is not
important, do you understand?” The
Compositionality Principle is once again
followed, but B. seems to consider a
‘Russellean’ denotation. A.’s utterance [17]
(“so let’s say that the sentence… would be
false”) does not show conviction.

C.’s utterance [18] refers to the importance
of the context (see moreover the
suppositio): now the connection between an
expression’s meaning and its use in a
context is clear: “but if the question deals
with a film or a tale with a king of the Moon
that is bald, in that tale it’s true”.

In [19] A. declares his willingness to
accept the falsehood of the sentence
considered, but underlines that it mainly
refers to the existence of the king of the
Moon: “just a moment, it ’s better to
emphasize the king of the Moon, in our
answer. The king is false”. This point is
interesting: like in [17], A. shows a positive
frame of mind with reference to B.’s
position, but according to him “if we want
to say that the whole sentence is false we
must be able to see the king, with his hair
and …”.
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After B.’s reply [20], taking into account C.’s
objections too (“It’s no tale, otherwise they
would have told us”) and after a while, in
[21] A. says: “One thing is to say that a
sentence is false. I say that something is
not true and so there is something wrong
in the sentence. Another thing is to talk
about someone and then say he is, for
instance, bald or not; when I talk about a
person I suppose he exists.” So A. seems
to propose a distinction between a de dicto
modality and a de re modality: the pupil
would distinguish a statement like I say that
the king of the Moon is bald and a
statement like I say about the king of the
Moon that he is bald (Penco, 2004, p. 191).
The second expression, in A.’s opinion,
would be divided up in the following way: I
am talking about the king of the Moon and
(later) I say he is bald: so the expressions
examined would bind the speaker.

As we can see from the flow-chart, a direct
comparison between A. and B. now resumes
([21]-[24]): B.’s reply [22] is interesting (“but
in your opinion is it enough to say something
about someone who doesn’t exist in order to
make him real?” This brings to mind
Meinong’s position according to which
“objects of knowledge do not necessarily
exist”: Meinong, 1904, p. 27). Nevertheless,
A. is not completely persuaded and certainly,
in this ‘ game of giving and asking for
reasons’: he acknowledges in [23] the
plausibility of B.’s conclusions (“it seems
false, but perhaps it’s not so”) but at the same
time confirms his ‘Fregean’ approach (“he is
not false, the king; the problem is whether
it’s false that he is bald”). However, the first
part of the discussion is about to finish: as a
matter of fact, in [24] B. states once again
his ‘Russellean’ viewpoint: “listen, think about
the question as a whole, they say the king is
bald, it can be false because the king is not
bald, or because there is no king at all. If we
want it to be true we must have the king and
he must be bald”.

While [14], [16] and [22] did not completely
persuade A., this utterance is crucial and
conclusive (C.’s utterance [25], “come on,
it’s clearly false” can be compared with a
well-known note of Wittgenstein’s: “all I
should further say as a final argument
against someone who did not want to go
that way, would be: ‘Why, don’t you see…!’
– and that is no argument”: Wittgenstein,
1956, I,§ 34). In [26], after pointing out the
lack of clarity in the expression examined
(“Eh, it’s not true, it’s obvious, however it is
not easy to understand”: and A. makes
reference to a ‘non-truth’, perhaps in order
to underline its difference from a
‘falsehood’) A. accepts B.’s conclusions.

With reference to Apel’s perspective, A.’s
doubts do not seem to be related to
comprehension of the meaning of the
discourse: its ‘truth’ (correspondence
between sentence and reality) is connected
with or perhaps set against its normative
correctness (respect of community rules),
mainly if we consider the features of a
critical analysis of the sentence itself, of the
“definite descriptions” (Penco, 2004, p. 54)
that we find in it and of the coordination of
its parts ([24]: “it can be false because the
king is not bald, or because there is no king
at all”). If we keep in mind the distinction
between the truth of a statement and its
rational affirmability (Habermas, 1999, p.
11) and if we interpret ‘correctness’ as
acceptability according to rigorous
conditions of communication (Habermas,
1999, p. 279), we can say that A. is induced
to accept the correctness of the shared final
choice thanks to the argument developed
by the group of students (in particular by
B.). We shall reprise these considerations
in the final section of our work.

5.2. Second sentence

B.’s role is now sure and, as shown by the
flow-chart, the discussion about the second
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sentence can be divided into two moments:
a first debate between A. and B. ([27]-[31])
and a second debate between C. and B.
([32]-[35]). In both these moments, B.
expresses his positions properly, taking into
account the results of the previous
discussions about the first sentence (see
for instance the utterance [27]).

A.’s doubt [28] is interesting (the utterance
is similar to [15], but now it is based upon a
different argument). According to A., to say
that ‘1/0+1/0+1 is odd’ is false would
correspond to saying that ‘1/0+1/0+1 is
even’ is true: let us note that a similar
argument (to say that ‘The king of the
inhabitants of the Moon is bald’ is false
would correspond to saying that ‘The king
of the inhabitants of the Moon is hairy’ is
true) was not considered by A. in the
previous part of the discussion (only C.’s
utterance [25] can be connected to this
argument). Such a difference seems to be
related to the different contexts: the
mathematical one, with its particular
language and symbols, can suggest the
use of tertium non datur.

B.’s strong utterance [31] (“1/0 isn’t a
number”) is very important: the student
interprets the sentence 1/0+1/0+1 is odd as
1/0+1/0+1 is an odd number and, more
precisely, 1/0+1/0+1 is a number and this
number is odd. The first part of this
sentence is false (the analogy with B.’s
utterance [16] is clear: we have once again
a ‘Russellean’ denotation) so all the
sentence must be considered false.

The discussion between C. and B. deals
with the ‘nature’ of 1/0: in [32] C. states “1/
0 means infinity” and, because of B.’s
objection ([33]: “no, the teacher told us it
isn’t true, 1/0 is impossible”), in [34] C.
changes his mind and states that “it’s a very
very big number”, so “how can I say if it’s
odd or even?” However in [35] B. points

out: “no, no, it’s not a number, it would be
very big but actually it doesn’t exist” and
the discussion leads A. to accept B.’s
justified position explicitly ([36]: “the starting
number doesn’t exist. It’s false, once
again”).

It should be noted that the syntactic structure
n+n+1 to which the second sentence makes
reference can lead the students to consider
an odd number. This element is very relevant,
and in our opinion this is the crucial point with
reference to the role of algebraic language:
in the first sentence, the existence of the king
of the inhabitants of the Moon would have
no consequences about his hair, but now if
n is an integer, n+n+1 would really be an
odd number (in [36] A. says that “they make
you think it’s odd because it’s like 2+2+1
that would be 5, but the starting number
doesn’t exist”). But this factor did not
influence the students.

6.  Concluding remarks

Let us now turn back to the questions
proposed in the Introduction. Clearly
experimental data can lead us to state once
again that language is a very important
moment in which the meaning of an
expression is fixed; but clearly we must also
keep in mind that “language, like any other
semiotic system, functions inside a cultural
network of significations” (Radford, 2003a, p.
141). It is impossible to make reference to a
completely sure set of meanings and to a
single, absolute notion of truth (moreover,
relevant issues concern the connection
between the acquisition of a representation,
namely a linguistic one, with the full
conceptual acquisition of an object: D’Amore,
2001b; see moreover: Duval, 1998, D’Amore,
2001a, 2003a and 2003b).

The experience described brings to mind
a position held by Putnam (1992) according
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to which the meaning (and we are thinking
about a whole sentence, more than about
a single word) is to be found in the
community of the speakers and refers to
different ways of considering the sentence
(and, as we shall see, to the three “different
roots of rationality”: Habermas, 1999, p.
99). Rorty notices that a merely ‘subjective’
argument must be disregarded by the
reasonable partners of a conversation
(Rorty, 1979, p. 368): we realized that a
meaning has been built by collective
negotiation, a real ‘game of giving and
asking for reasons’ (Brandom, 2000); but
in our opinion it is trivial to conclude that
both arguments by B. and by A. are
plausible (Strawson, 1950). As a matter of
fact, this plausibility of both positions and
their evolution lead us to posit: is it correct
to propose a similar ‘truth evaluation’?

Of course both sentences were ambiguous,
while the choice true-false can be considered
only if the assigned sentence is a real
‘proposition’: but how can our pupils
recognise real ‘propositions’? The traditional
answer ‘a proposition is a statement that
assumes one and only one truth value’, in
this case, can be circular. Moreover, it is
important to realize that the ambiguity
considered is not connected to the structure
of   the  assigned  sentences  (for instance,
3/6+3/6+1 is odd is clearly a… perfect
proposition!).

The task considered is neither connected
only to an isolated epistemic rationality, nor
refers only to coherence (Rorty, 1979, p.
199; Williams, 1996, p. 267; certain and
coherent proofs can coexist with
“conceptual confusion”: Wittgenstein,
1953, pp.II-XIV) or analogy: the comparison
[27]-[31] demonstrates that the difference
in the contexts (the first sentence is
expressed in common language, the
second refers to a mathematical context)
does not authorize us to transfer the truth

value from the first to the second sentence
uncritically. Moreover, the term ‘false’ can
have different values in different contexts
(Lakoff & Johnson, 1980 p. 153).

So, should we doubt everything? This
question is misleading (“if you tried to doubt
everything you would not get as far as
doubting anything. The game of doubting
itself presupposes certainty”: Wittgenstein,
1969b, p. 115; from the logical viewpoint we
agree with Lolli, 2005,  p. 13-17).
Furthermore, a charge of a conventionalistic
reduction of the concept of truth would be
groundless (Andronico, 2000, p. 252);
Wittgenstein himself would reply: “‘So you are
saying that human agreement decides what
is true and what is false?’ – It is what human
beings say that is true and false; and they
agree in the language they use. That is not
agreement in opinions but in form of life”
(Wittgenstein, 1953, p. 241).

As noted in 2.4, this position has been
elaborated by some authors. It is important
to consider our traditional notions of ‘truth’
and ‘validity’: knowledge’s objectivity
criterion is founded on public praxis instead
of private certainty, so ‘truth’ becomes a
‘three members’ concept of validity
(Habermas, 1999, p. 239), a validity
justif ied with reference to a public
(Schnädelbach, 1992).

The discussion of our experimental data
does not allow us to conclude only that
working together (in groups) is useful: such
a conclusion would be induced by our
opting to propose the exercise to some
groups of pupils. The final common
decision of the students was achieved after
an active discussion, and had some
consequences (Habermas, 1999, p. 137;
in our case, for instance, the group must
declare its decision to the Researcher, to
the Teacher and to other students); so we
must  surpass  the  sphere  of  propositions
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(and texts) and take into account the
sphere of actions, e.g. in using a predicate
(as noticed by Kambartel, 1996, p. 249).
With regard to the students’ behavior, the
discussion (in the perspective of a decision
to be taken) seems to interpret the
mentioned position and to develop the
different roots of rationality (Habermas,
1999, p. 99). Of course the debate, under
the explicit influence of the text of the
assigned exercise, is still far from the ‘ideal’
communication described by Habermas
and by Apel (C.’s role, for instance, is often
minor, although his utterances related to
the suppositio are really interesting); in
other groups of students, the discussion
developed without a final agreement
(Lakoff & Johnson, 1980); nevertheless our
experimental data (in particular utterances
[19], [21]-[24], [28]-[31] and [32]-[35], too)
enables us to state that the discussion did
not lead the pupils only to a convergence
of different ideas, but to a real change of
viewpoint (see Habermas, 1999, p. 238 e
254). This fundamental moment can be
highlighted in the utterances [24] and [35].

We would like to make a final reflection:
we provided out students with a stimulating
question about the truth (and the
falsehood) of some sentences in different
contexts, and this is quite a traditional
exercise; but how can we speak about
‘truth’ with any certainty? Rorty asks himself
if the truth of a sentence can really be
considered as independent from the
context of the justification (Rorty, 1994) and
our experience seems to bear out his
doubt: the behavior of some students did
change after the passage from a non-
mathematical context to a mathematical
one; for instance, in [28]-[30] and in [36]
the influence of algebraic syntax is clear
(A.: “they make you think it’s odd because
it’s like 2+2+1 that would be 5, but the
starting number doesn’t exist”; let us
remember that the mathematical

curriculum of the Italian Ginnasio-Liceo
Classico includes several chapters
devoted to algebraic syntax; nevertheless,
as previously noted, algebraic language’s
general role in pupils’ behavior should be
investigated more deeply).

Reflection on these issues is important
(Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 197-222): a
distinction between ‘validation’ (Geltung) and
‘validity’ (Gültigkeit) is fundamental and can
lead us to weaken the traditional distinction
between the ‘validation’ of a statement that
is approved and the ‘validity’ of a statement
that deserves intersubjective
acknowledgment because it is true
(Habermas, 1999, p. 277). If we accept that
a truth predicate can be considered (also) in
the language game of the argumentation, we
can point out its importance (also) with
reference to its functions in this language
game and hence in the pragmatic dimension
of a particular use of the predicate
(Habermas, 1999, p. 246) and we must take
into account some important consequences.
Truth itself must be related to a particular
culture (to a particular language system):
probably students belonging to different
cultures would express their arguments in a
different way (as previously noted, in Italy,
the Ginnasio-Liceo Classico is considered a
school with high educational standards).
Truth is relative to comprehension, so there
are no points of view allowing us to obtain
‘absolutely objective truth’ (Lakoff & Johnson,
1980, p. 236 and 283).

Thus, the intercultural aspect must be
considered and this point is expressed in
Wittgenstein too: “if anyone believes that
certain concepts are absolutely the correct
ones, and that having different ones would
mean not realizing something that we realize
– then let him imagine certain very general
facts of nature to be different from what we
are used to, and the formation of concepts
different from the usual ones  will become
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intelligible to him” (Wittgenstein, 1953,§ II-
XII). This point of view has been examined
by M. Messeri, who concludes: “so there
is something intrinsically misleading in
ethnocentric behavior according to which
different cultures are incomplete, rough and
unsatisfactory” (Messeri, 2000, p. 190).
Moreover, some influences of didactical
contract can be considered: probably

students’ arguments would be different if used
outside the school, in a different context. So,
does the predicate of truth have different
uses? Is ‘school rationality’ different from
‘everyday rationality’? What are the
consequences in the educational sphere?
Further research can be devoted to
examining these important points more
deeply.
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